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For spectral beam combining, an experimental system of dynamic beam quality caused by
the thermal deformation of a grating has been designed and established. According to the
theoretical model established, the distribution of the temperature field, as well as the
thermal deformation of the grating, has been analyzed. Further, the combined beam quality
and the intensity distribution have been numerically calculated in detail. The results show
that the maximum temperature and the grating thermal deformation increase with the
extension of irradiation time, resulting in side lobes appearing in the intensity distribution. In
the experiment, the measured combined beam quality factor Mx

2 was 1.29 without the
thermal deformation. When the grating was heated by pump lasers at different times, Mx

2

can arrive at 1.34, 1.37, and 1.41, respectively. The results reveal that the combined beam
quality increases with the increase in irradiation time and changes rapidly at the beginning
of heating, consistent with the theoretical analysis. The discussion and analysis of the
dynamic beam quality are potentially valuable for reducing the influence of thermal
deformation on the beam quality.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Spectral beam combining (SBC) technology is a well-established method for high-radiance lasers,
which has a broad application prospect in optical sensing, laser medical treatment, and spectral analysis
[1–8]. The beam quality factor is one of the key technical indexes to evaluate the beam quality in the
SBC system. However, it can be influenced by many factors, such as the spectral line width, the
disturbance of the laser array, and the dispersion characteristics of the grating [9–12]. As the powers of
the laser array are increased, the grating thermal deformation, which induces degeneration of the
combined beam quality, becomes more significant [13–15]. Zhou et al. reported the modulation of
combined beam characteristics by volume Bragg gratings with thermal deformation. The transmitted
and the diffracted beams experience wave-front aberrations with different degrees, thus leading to
distinct beam deterioration [16]. Yang et al. presented the influence of multilayer dielectric grating
thermal deformation on the SBC system and the beam quality of the combined beam degraded with
increasing incident laser-beam power density [17]. Wang et al. investigated the grating deformation
under different laser heating times [18]. However, to our best knowledge, the correspondence between
irradiation time and the dynamic change of the beam quality has not been found, which is necessary to
further understand the dynamic change of beam quality so as to provide a method to reduce thermal
deformation and improve the quality of the combined beam.

Aiming at the above situation, the temperature distribution, as well as the thermal deformation of
a blazed grating, was analyzed using the finite element method, and the combined beam M2 after
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grating deformation was calculated using the beam propagation
model of the SBC system. Further, the SBC experimental system
for measuring dynamic beam quality was designed and
established. The results show that beam quality increases with
the increase in irradiation time, which changes rapidly at the
beginning of heating.

2 THEORETICAL MODELS

2.1 The Process of Grating Thermal
Deformation
The schematic illustration of the SBC system is shown in
Figure 1. The grating is a key element in the system, which
can combine multiple laser beams of different wavelengths into
one beam. When the high-power laser irradiates the grating, the
grating temperature will increase, leading to grating thermal
distortion.

For the blazed grating irradiated by laser array, the
temperature distribution and the thermal deformation are
mainly affected by the spot size and the intensity distribution
of the laser field. Assuming that the incident laser is a Gaussian
distribution, the different grooves will have different heat
distributions, as shown in Figure 2. S1 is the front surface
covered with a film layer, S2 is the backlit surface, and S3 is
the side surface. The heat flux q (x, y, t) flowing into S1 is the laser
power density absorbed by the film layer, which can be expressed
as q (x, y, t) = AtI(x, y), where A represents the absorption
coefficient of the film, t is the laser-irradiated time, I (x, y) is
power density distribution of incident laser on S1, which can be
written as I (x, y) = I0 exp (-(x2+y2/r2)), where I0 is the incident
laser power density, and r is the spot radius of the incident laser
on the grating. For the grating without the heat source, the
temperature field distribution can be expressed by the
differential equation of heat exchange [19]:
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where T is the temperature in the location (x, y, z) at time t, k is
the coefficient of heat conduction of grating, ρ is the density of
grating material, c is the specific heat.

Besides the heat absorbed in the grating surface, there also
exists convection to exchange heat. Therefore, the boundary
condition can be written as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

−k zT
zn
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where h denotes convective heat transfer coefficient, T0 is the
ambient temperature, and T1 is the surface temperature.

After the grating surface temperature rises, the grating begins
thermal expansion, including the relief structure and substrate,
as shown in Figure 3, where Δτ1(x) represents the deformation
of the relief structure in different positions and Δτ2(x)
represents the deformation of the substrate in different
positions. As the laser power is absorbed by the grating, the
groove angle, incident angle, and incident plane will change
correspondingly, resulting in the change of the characteristics of
the combined beam.

2.2 PropagationModel of SBCSystemsWith
Thermal Deformation
The phase change caused by the grating deformation is
represented by the optical path difference, including optical
path differences within or between grooves, as shown in
Figure 4 and Figure 5, where α and β represent the incident
angle and diffraction angle before thermal deformation,
respectively, d denotes the grating period, a denotes the
groove width, and φ is the angle of the groove before
deformation. The x1-axis on the observation plane is
perpendicular to the z1-axis. Ng and Ng9 represent the normal
of the grating plane before and after the thermal deformation,
respectively. Nc and Nc9 represent the normal of the groove plane
before and after the thermal deformation, respectively.

The incident angle and diffraction angle of each individual
element after thermal deformation can be written as

α′
q � a + l − Δa � a + arctan( qΔp

f
) − Δa. (3)

β′q � arcsin(sin(α′
q) − mλq

d
). (4)

FIGURE 1 | Schematic of the spectral beam combining.
FIGURE 2 | Schematic diagram of the irradiated blazed grating.
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where q denotes the qth laser element and qΔp is the distance
between the zero point and the center point of the qth emitter (Δp
denotes the distance of adjacent elements). l and λq represent the
incident angle difference and wavelength of each individual
element, respectively. Δa is the angle change of the normal of
the grating plane. m is diffraction order.

Because Δτ1(q) and Δτ2(q) are far less than d, the groove angle
after the deformation can be written as

φ′(q) � φ + tan(Δτ2(q)
a

) − tan(Δτ1(q)
a

). (5)

To simplify the calculation, assume that each groove has a
virtual groove parallel to the x-axis and the center coincides with
the center of the actual groove. By the virtual groove, the optical
path difference of the nth groove relative to the origin after thermal
deformation can be expressed with Δ1 (the optical path difference
in grooves) and Δ2 (the optical path difference between the
grooves) [20]:

Δ � Δ1 + Δ2

� nd sin(α′) + sin(α′ − φ′) − sin(β′ + φ′)
cos(β′ + φ′) (x′ − nd cosβ′).

(6)(nd cosβ′ − a

2
cos(β′ + φ′))≤x′≤(nd cosβ′ + a

2
cos(β′ + φ′))

n � −N, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . .N.
.

(7)
The model of an individual beam propagating through the

transform lens is given in Figure 6. The z2-axis is the main
optical axis of the lens, and the x2-axis lies on the focal plane of
the lens in object space. For each individual beam with a waist width
ofw0, thefield distribution on the incident plane of the grating can be
expressed as a function of grating groove number n [21]:
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(8)

FIGURE 3 | Schematic illustration of the blazed grating before and after thermal deformation.

FIGURE 4 | Schematic diagram of optical path difference in the groove.

FIGURE 5 | Schematic diagram of optical path difference between
grooves.

FIGURE 6 | The model of an individual beam passing through a
transform lens.
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where kq = 2π/λq and f is the focal length of the transform lens. It
is worth noting that the quartic-aberration produced by the
transform lens is ignored.

Additionally, the field distribution on the observation plane
can be regarded as the superposition of all the diffraction fields of
the virtual groove. According to the diffraction integral method
[22], the field distribution after the deformation of the jt h
individual beam on the observation plane can be expressed as

Ej(x1, z1) � ∑N
n�−N

������
− ikq
2πz1

√
E(n)exp(ikz1)

∫nd cosβ′ +a
2 cos(β′+φ′)

nd cosβ′−a
2 cos(β′+φ′)

exp{ikq[Δ1 + Δ2]}exp{ik (x1 − x′)2
2z1

}dx′ .
(9)

where Δ1+Δ2 represents the phase factor induced by the
deformed blazed grating.

For the incoherent superposition, the field distribution of the
combined beam can be written as

I(x1, z1) � ∑q
J�−q

∣∣∣∣EJ(x1, z1)
∣∣∣∣2. (10)

By utilizing the definition of the second-order intensity
moments, after fitting the curve of the beamwidth D of the
combined beam versus the propagation distance z1, the beam
quality M2-factor on the x-axis can be calculated approximately
by [23]

D2
x(z) � Az21 + Bz1 + C M2

x �
π

λ
ωθ ω �

������
C − B2

4A

√
, θ � ��

A
√

.

(11)
where ωmeans the waist width and θmeans the divergence angle.

3 SIMULATION RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

3.1 Parameters of Simulation
The parameters used in the simulation are divided into two parts,
related to the thermal deformation of the grating and the quality
of the combined beam. For the thermal deformation of the
grating, the related parameters are as follows: the grating is
with a side length of 5 cm, the coating thickness is 0.1 µm, the
absorption coefficient of the film is 10 ppm [24], the convective
heat transfer coefficient h is 5 W/(m2·K), and the ambient
temperature is 20°C. The spot radius r of the irradiated grating
surface is 10 mm, and the power density is 200W/cm2. The
grating with a substrate material is mainly composed of SiO2, and
the relief structure made of Al is selected for thermal deformation
analysis. The material constants are shown in Table 1 and
Table 2, respectively [24].

For the quality of the combined beam, the related parameters are
as follows: the line density is 1,200/mm, the groove angle φ = 14.8°,
the interval between two adjacent emitters′ center Δp = 300 μm, the

beam waist width of an individual laser beam ω0 = 100 μm, the focal
length of the transform lens f = 10 cm, the incidence angle of the
center beam α = 38°, the wavelengths (λq) of laser elements are
arranged by λq = λ0+2q, q = ± 1, ± 2, and the central wavelength (λ0)
of the combined array is 1,060 nm.

3.2 Dynamics of Grating Thermal
Deformation
In order to solve Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, the finite element method is
adopted. For different irradiation times of 10, 30, and 60 s, the
temperature distribution on the grating surface is shown in
Figures 7A,B,C, where the color bar from blue to red
represents the Kelvin temperature from 293 to 308 K, which
corresponds to 20°C and 35°C. It can be seen from Figure 7A that
the temperature in the region with higher power density is higher
than that in the region with lower power density, and the
temperature in the region with higher power density is up to
31.3°C. With the increase in irradiation time, the temperature
away from the irradiation area also increases gradually, and the
maximum temperature in the central area is 33.6°C, as shown in
Figure 7B. The temperature distribution after being irradiated for
60 s is shown in Figure 7C, which corresponds to the maximum
temperature of 35°C. It can be demonstrated that the range of
temperature diffusion is further enlarged, resulting in a larger
deformation area on the grating surface. The temperature
gradually increases from the edge to the center of the surface
because of the Gaussian distribution of the incident laser.

The thermal deformation of the substrate caused by a
temperature change at the times of 10, 30, and 60 s is shown in
Figures 8A,B,C, indicating that the maximum deformation value is
34.1, 48.6, and 62 nm. The results demonstrate that the thermal
deformation increases with the irradiation time. In addition, the
thermal deformation of the grating may increase with increasing
temperature comparedwith Figure 7, and the deformation gradually
decreases from the center to the edge of the surface.

The thermal deformation of the relief structure is similar to
that of the substrate, as shown in Figure 9. It is worth noting that
the deformation of the relief structure ignores the differences
within the grooves to simplify calculations. The deformation of
the substrate is greater than that of the relief structure at the same
irradiation time due to the difference in the material constants.
The largest thermal deformation of the substrate is 33.7, 46.5, and
59 nm at irradiation times of 10, 30, and 60 s.

Figure 10 gives the change of the highest temperature rise with
the irradiation time at the power density of 2 kW/cm2. The highest
temperature rise increases nonlinearly with the increasing irradiation
time because the heat dissipation increases with the increasing
temperature of the grating surface and increases faster at the
beginning of heating than after a period of time. The maximum
thermal deformation of the grating surface under different laser
irradiation times is shown in Figure 11, including the substrate
structure and the relief structure. It can be suggested that the largest
thermal deformation of the two structures increases nonlinearly with
the increase in irradiation time. The deformation of the relief
structure and the substrate is almost the same in the first
10 seconds. The deformation of the substrate is greater than that
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of the relief structure with increasing time, related to the material
constants and whether being directly irradiated by the laser.

3.3 Dynamics of Beam Quality
Assuming that three individual beams can be well combined into
one and the beam quality factor without grating thermal
deformation is 1.00, by means of the propagation model built up
in Section 2.2, the combined beam intensity distribution and the
curves of M2 are shown in Figure 12A. Further, according to the
grating surface deformation calculated in Section 3.1, the results for
the irradiation time at 10, 30, and 60 s are depicted in Figures
12B,C,D, respectively. It can be suggested from Figure 12B that the

combined beam generates the side lobes, and the calculated beam
quality factor is 1.16. As the irradiation time increases, the main lobe
of the combined beam becomes narrower, and the corresponding
side lobes become increasingly obvious, as shown in Figure 12C.
The side lobes become obvious because the diffractive angle of the
beam is changed by the grating with thermal deformation and the
beams passing through the grating inevitably deviate from the
normal beam. Figure 12D gives the results at grating after being
irradiated for 60 s, which calculated the beam quality as 1.56. The
reason for the degradation of the beam quality is that the beamwaist
width and the divergence angle increase with the square of the
beamwidth.

TABLE 1 | Material constants of SiO2.

Density (kg·m−3) Specific heat
[J (kg·K)−1]

Heat conductivity
[W·(m·K)−1]

Thermal expansion
(K−1)

Young’s
modulus/(GPA)

Poisson’s ratio

2,100 722 7.6 0.5× 10−6 73.1 0.17

TABLE 2 | Material constants of Al.

Density (kg·m−3) Specific heat
[J (kg·K)−1]

Heat conductivity
[W·(m·K)−1]

Thermal expansion
(K−1)

Young’s
modulus/(GPA)

Poisson’s ratio

2,689 896 273 23.2 × 10−6 70 0.33

FIGURE 7 | The temperature distribution of grating surface at different irradiation times: (A) 10, (B) 30, and (C) 60 s.

FIGURE 8 | Deformation diagram of the substrate at different irradiation times: (A) 10, (B) 30, and (C) 60 s.
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Further, the variation of the beamwidth and divergence angle of
the combined beam with the irradiation time are presented in
Figures 13A,B. It can be seen that the beamwidths and the
divergence angles of the combined beams remarkably rise with
the increasing irradiation time. In addition, the divergence angle and
the beamwidth increase rapidly in the first 10 seconds because the
diffraction angle is affected by the thermal deformation.

4 EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULTS

4.1 Experimental Setup
To investigate the effect of the dynamic beam quality caused by
the grating thermal deformation, an SBC experimental system
was established, as shown in Figure 14. In the experiment, the
pump is provided by a laser diode with a central wavelength of

976 nm through a coupled system consisting of an aspheric lens
and a microscope objective. The fiber used is the Er/Yb codoped
double-clad fibers named SM-EYDF-6/125-xp with lengths of 4.7
and 5.3 m. The oscillating resonator is constituted by an output
coupling mirror with 10% reflectivity at 1,550 nm waveband and
a dichroic mirror with 90% transmittivity for pump light and 95%
reflectivity for signal light. The blazed grating with a groove
frequency of 1,200 L/mm possesses no less than 60% diffraction
efficiency. The Fourier transform lens is a bi-convex lens with a
focal length of 50 mm. Due to the low output power of the
combined beam, two pumped lasers with output power of 30W
were used to heat the grating, and the pumped lasers were
adjusted to the same as the combined beam, including the
beam size and irradiation area on the grating. According to
the properties of thermoelastic deformation, each beam quality
measurement is made after the grating is completely cooled and
the measuring equipment has a delay of 15–30 s.

The spectrum of the output laser is examined by a
spectrometer (model: MS9740A), the beam profile of the
output laser is examined by means of a beam analyzer
(model: BP209-IR), and the beam quality is analyzed via a
measuring system with a software (model: M2MS, Thorlabs
Beam 6.0).

4.2 Experimental Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Beam Characteristics Before the Grating Heated
After establishing the SBC experimental system, the spectrum
and Mx

2 of a single laser element were measured, as shown in
Figure 15. It can be seen that the Mx

2 after grating diffraction is
1.15 and 1.17, respectively. The measured maximum output
power is 332 and 296 mW, respectively.

The combined beam quality and spectrum are shown in
Figure 16. It can be seen that two lasers can be well combined
into one beam, and the peaks wavelengths were located at
1,544.8 and 1,560.4 nm with spectra separation of 17.1 nm.
The measured combining power was about 448 mW, with a
combining efficiency of about 71.3%. Compared with the

FIGURE 9 | Influence of different irradiation times on the thermal
deformation of the relief structure.

FIGURE 10 | Influence of different irradiation times on the maximum
temperature rise.

FIGURE 11 | Influence of different irradiation times on the thermal
deformation.
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single laser, the beam profile changes slightly, and Mx
2

degrades to 1.29. The reasons for the deterioration of beam
quality after combination can be summarized as 1) the grating

scattering and etching errors will modulate the near field phase
and 2) the lens aberration changes the intensity distribution
and diffraction direction of each individual beam.

FIGURE 12 | The intensity distributions and the curves of M2 of the combined beams (A) without deformation; (B) 10, (C) 30, and (D) 60 s.

FIGURE 13 | The curve of beamwidth and divergence angle of the combined beam with the irradiation time: (A) beamwidth; (B) divergence angle.
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4.2.2 Beam Characteristics After the Grating Heated
After the combined beam was measured, the grating was heated
by two pumped lasers at different times. The measured beam
profile and beam quality are shown in Figure 17. From
Figure 17A, it can be seen that after grating was heated for
30 s, the measured Mx

2 degraded to 1.34 and the beam profile

hardly changed. The degradation of beam quality is because the
grating is suddenly heated by the pumped lasers, resulting in the
grating temperature gradient alters, which will cause the thermal
deformation of the grating surface. Further, the diffractive angle
of the beams was changed by the grating with thermal
deformation.

FIGURE 14 | The schematic diagram of the experiments and experimental setup for grating thermal deformation.

FIGURE 15 | The beam characteristics of the single laser element.
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Figure 17B gives the results at grating after irradiation for 60 s.
Apparently, the measured Mx

2 is 1.37, and the beam profile
flattened in the center and widened slightly in the x-axis.
The beam quality degradation is because the grating
thermal deformation gradually increases with the increase
in irradiation time, and both the beamwidths and the

divergence angles of the combined beams rise with the
thermal deformation.

Figure 17C gives the results at grating after irradiation for
120 s, indicating that the measured Mx

2 is 1.41, and irregular
distortion occurs in the beam profile. The reason is that the
thermal deformation is further increased with the increase in

FIGURE 16 | The combined beam spectral and beam quality.

FIGURE 17 | Measured beam profile and quality factor: (A) 30, (B) 60, and (C) 120 s.
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irradiation time. The crosstalk intensified between adjacent
elements by the beams deviating from the normal beam.
Moreover, by summarizing Figures 17A–C, it can be found
that the beam quality degrades continuously with the
increasing irradiation time, corresponding to thermal
deformation that varies with irradiation time, which is
consistent with the theoretical analysis.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, the model including the thermal deformation of the
grating, as well as the beam propagation of the SBC system, has
been developed. By means of the model, the intensity distribution
and M2 of the combined beam were analyzed in detail. The
analysis indicates that the deformation of the substrate is greater
than that of the relief structure in the same irradiation time as
well, which is related to the material constants. This study further
shows that the main lobe of the combined beam narrowed and the
side lobes widened, which is the main reason for the beam quality
of the combined beam degeneration. Further, the influences of the
grating with thermal deformation on beam quality were
investigated experimentally. The measured beam quality factor
Mx

2 is 1.29 without the thermal deformation. When the grating is
heated at different times,Mx

2 can arrive at 1.34, 1.37, and 1.41 at
30, 60, and 120 s, respectively. The experimental results indicate

that the beam quality changes rapidly at the beginning of heating.
Next efforts will focus on how to lower the influence of the
thermal effect in the SBC system.
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